
Our ref: 04477/18 

1/ The annual number of intelligence staff employed by the force for each of the last six years broken 
down by the number of warranted officers, intelligence researchers, intelligence analysts and intelligence 
investigators. Please send me the data requested in the form of an Excel spreadsheet or as a csv file 
using the template provided. 

The data below aligns to Home Office categories, which include roles considered to be Intelligence.  
There have however, been changes by the Home Office in the approach taken for categorising the roles, 
therefore any comparison of the latest data to previous years will not be a like for like comparison. The 
Investigator roles for example were included as Intelligence this year but not included last year. The 
officers included may also be different.  The term ‘Investigator’ is ambiguous – it will encompass roles 
across the force which have investigation included in the title, but equally there may be officers 
performing Investigation roles whose role profile does not specify the term ‘investigator’. 

Year Warranted 
Officers 

Analyst roles Researcher 
roles 

2018 64 41 33 
2017 57 40 39 
2016 49 27 16 
2015 72 25 14 
2014 72 25 14 
2013 36 29 16 

Warranted Officers include Constables, Sergeants, Inspectors and Chief Inspectors including those with 
a designation of ‘Detective’. 

A search was made for roles with Analyst, Researcher or Investigator in the role title. Warranted officer 
could undertake any of these roles but as Officers they are not given a ‘job’ title other than that of the 
rank 
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Fluctuations in the number of warranted Officers performing intelligence roles as well as analysts and 
researchers can in part be attributed to the staffing of major enquiries or enhanced intelligence capability 
in the wake of major national events. 

2/ The annual number of dedicated drug squad officers or officers employed specifically to tackle drug 
crime and offences by the force for each of the last six years. Please send me the data requested in the 
form of an Excel spreadsheet or as a csv file using the template provided. 

As per question 1, officers are not given ‘job’ titles, drug crime and offences are dealt with officers in the 
crime teams as and when the resources are required.  




